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This filter is a small utility that, in combination with the Photoshop plug-in,
provides an easy way to quickly achieve a very useful result. The

seamless filter is able to compose a large and impressive-looking video
from a multitude of virtually any images. This filter can be used with a
number of important Photoshop plug-ins. Among them are also filter

effects including several created with the help of this filter. The seamless
filter allows complete control of the new image. It is not limited to the

standard options found in the Photoshop plug-in. All parameters can be
adjusted either individually or using sliders. The quality of the result can

be freely controlled with the help of quality check options. 1. Effect: -
When creating a seamless mosaic, you may vary the effect of the filter,
setting the position of the separate images that appear at the seams. -
The following options are available: - Left - Right - Top - Bottom - Clone
Edge - Smooth Edges - Clip Edges - Diagonal - Delta - Magic - Random -
Seamless Vertical - Seamless Horizontal - Seamless Vertical Smooth -

Seamless Horizontal Smooth - Seamless Random - Seamless Horizontal
Random 2. Effects Options: - Color: - Brightness: - Contrast: - Hue: -

Saturation: - Sharpness: - Color Balance: - Softness: - Detail: - Black Point:
- White Point: - Gamma: - Highlights: - Shadows: - Glow: - Posterize: - Old
Film - Noise: - Watermarks: 3. Quality options: - Slight Enhance - Medium

Enhance - Strong Enhance 4. Tile Options: - Tile Type - Tile Size: - Tile
Position: - Tile Location: 5. Customization options: - Grayscale: -

Sharpening: - Borders: 6. Miscellaneous options: - S/N Outline - Line Scan -
Solid Color - Auto Keyer - Dehaze - Color Checker - Color Wheel - Color

Wheel with Random 7. Pattern options: - Image: - Patterns: - Patterns On:
8. Edit options: - Fill: - Cut: - Copy: - Paste: -
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The plugin was developed by D-Vision as a basic and easy solution for
creating seamless textured backgrounds for your projects, without much
changes in your Photoshop tools. Seamless Workshop Plugin Features: ￭
Create seamless textured image from any image. ￭ Modify any image. ￭
Seamless Blur effect. ￭ 8 x 8 tiles. ￭ 26 presets. How to use the plugin:
Press an area of the image and the plugin changes the area into a tile.
The area should be squared to produce a perfect tile. If you drag the

rectangle, it moves the area into the new square. To scroll the plugin, you
can double click the area. Otherwise, the area will be moved every 1% of
the image height. To move the area into a new tile, just click the new tile.
The plugin tile grows from the top point of the area. You can also drag the
plugin tile to the bottom of the image. To keep the area only, hold down
the Ctrl key. Please send us information about your plugins so we can
share with our worldwide users. We will be very grateful to you. The

plugin was developed by D-Vision as a basic and easy solution for creating
seamless textured backgrounds for your projects, without much changes
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With the Seamless Workshop Plugin you will turn an ordinary picture into
an enchanting creation that seems like an oil painting. In the Seamless
Workshop you can create a variety of seamless patterns of tiles. Each tile
can be made any color and combined with other tiles. These tiles can be
combined again until the desired design is made. A seamless image can
be made from a single.psd file. You can modify a seamless image with
adjustment layers, add and change the brightness of the image. After all
adjustments you can save the new seamless image. You can make an
image with the Seamless Workshop Plugin to form an enchanted image
for your website or image for your brochure, mail or for any other
purposes. Also you can make an animated gif out of your seamless image
with the Seamless Workshop Plugin. By means of this image you can
make an animated gallery or sliders. The Seamless Workshop Plugin
generates images for PC devices as well as mobile devices (smartphones,
pocket PC devices). You can use the Seamless Workshop Plugin for
Windows and Mac OS. It is the only program that produces seamless
patterns of tiles for a picture. Seamless Workshop Plugin Features: A
variety of tiles Color adjustment Animated GIF creation Image rotation
Optimized zoom, blur and sharpening Adjustment layers Plus it's a
Photoshop plugin compatible with the following Image Editors: Adobe
Photoshop, CorelDraw X6, Adobe Photoshop Elements Seamless
Workshop Plugin User's Manual: This User's Manual provides instructions
for the Seamless Workshop Plugin for Windows and Mac OS. You will learn
how to use the Seamless Workshop Plugin and how to work with the
software. When you receive this manual you will be able to work with the
Seamless Workshop Plugin. You will not be able to use the Seamless
Workshop Plugin until you are familiar with the manual. What's in the
User's Manual: ￭ Installation of the plugin and its activation ￭ How to use
the Seamless Workshop Plugin ￭ How to add tile to the image ￭ How to
create a seamless image ￭ How to edit the resulting seamless image ￭
How to save a seamless image ￭ How to make an animated gif from the
resulting seamless image ￭ How to output to websites The Seamless
Workshop Plugin is written in Java. Java is software for the OS
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Seamless Workshop Plugin is a freeware plug-in for Photoshop which
permits to compose seamless tile images from any image. Seamless tile
images look different than regular tile images in the sense that the final
image has smooth, seamless, colored borders. They resemble seamless
wallpaper images and can be used in wallpaper and desktop wallpaper
applications. The size of seamless tile images may vary from 1 up to
10x10 pixels. Seamless Workshop Plugin is a powerful tool for texture
creators, and a helpful toy for graphic designers. You can produce a
'Seamless Blur' image effect, which replaces original image using a
seamless tile image. Also, a surrealistic modification of the original picture
can be produced in real time. Advanced algorithm for tileable image
processing is used for production of seamless tile images. Also, simple
slider/controls are provided for sharpening and noise reduction of a
picture. Using Photoshop plug-in Seamless Workshop Plugin is a simple
and fast process. It is a great tool for more professional looking images.
You can adjust a seamless tile image under "Seamless > Adjust", check
"The other image" and drag new tile image onto main image. Seamless
Workshop Plugin has the following filter functions: ￭ The original image is
replaced by a new one ￭ 'Seamless Blur' effect is useful for any tileable
images ￭ Cropping and masking of the main image ￭ Adding seamless
color border to the image ￭ Adding mosaic image to the main image If you
are satisfied with quality and performance of Seamless Workshop Plugin,
please feel free to buy it. It is a fully compatible Photoshop plug-in. Tested
on the following systems: ￭ Photoshop 7 ￭ Photoshop 7.1. ￭ Photoshop 7.5
￭ Photoshop 8 ￭ Photoshop 8.5 ￭ Photoshop 9 ￭ Photoshop 10.1 ￭
Photoshop 11.1 Seamless Workshop Plugin Filters: ￭ Seamless Tile ￭
'Seamless Blur' ￭ Mosaic ￭ Crop, Resize and Rotate ￭ Black Border ￭ Color
Border If you found Seamless Workshop Plugin useful, please contact us
and share your experience with us. We will appreciate your comment.
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System Requirements For Seamless Workshop Plugin:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP with Service Pack 3 (SP3) Processor: Intel Core
2 Duo Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: DirectX 9.0 compatible video card
Hard Drive: 1 GB free Sound Card: Audio device with 32-bit Stereo Sound
Network: High-speed Internet access and DHCP client Additional Notes:
Requires a DirectX 9.0 compatible video card. If your computer doesn't
have a DirectX 9.0 compatible video card, or if it's older than several
years, you may
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